Abstract-This paper describes the development on a microstrip antenna that is built with an electromagnetic band gap (EBG) structure integrated within the antenna. The antenna, termed EBG-microstrip (EBG-M) antenna is purposely built for use in a non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. The EBG-M was built with the aim to improve penetration depth and reduce unwanted hot-spots which may damage surrounding healthy tissues during treatment procedures. In addition, this paper provides an overview of a few salient characteristic of an EBG structure which enables the reduction of the hot-spots. Finally, the results of a simulation using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) that show a few of Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) distribution of the proposed EBG-M antenna are provided. These preliminary results indicate that an EBG-M antenna have an ability to offer penetration depth with minimize unwanted hot spots which are not required for noninvasive hyperthermia cancer treatment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperthermia is a treatment which requires high temperature around 42 0 C-45 0 C in order to provide a denaturation onto a cancerous tissue which then will be induced to cell death. Hyperthermia may work alone or commonly as an adjuvant towards chemotherapy and radiotherapy [1] . Hyperthermia can be provided either invasive or non-invasive. An invasive hyperthermia can be utilized by implanting a device in the body or inserting device into a body orifice. Meanwhile, non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment is either implemented through single or multiple applicators which will be arranged in array structure. The applicator in this research is referred to an antenna.
In non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment, it is offers a cancer procedure with less pain and injury. A noninvasive hyperthermia cancer treatment is applied from outside of the body. If compared to invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment, it is a safer procedure for cancer treatment. However, it is less effective than invasive whereby it is inferior in term of depth penetration effect onto a targeted cancerous tissue. Moreover, non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment may also provide severe unwanted hot-spots which may offer damage onto other surrounding healthy tissue. Both of these deficiencies are a significant factors which is requires to be faced for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. By that, both of these limitations of non- invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment need to be improved as to provide safer and effective treatment and should be pondered as one of an alternative treatment apart of chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery.
In conjunction with that, this paper main objective is to propose an enhance structure of a microstrip antenna with an EBG structure which will able to improve non-invasive penetration depth and then reduce the unwanted hot-spots in radiating a targeted cancerous tissue for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. Non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment is now being a significant cancer treatment to be investigated and studied as this non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment may provide safer and effective treatment to fight against various types of cancer. Various types of antennas have been developed and investigated in order to provide non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. Figure 1 shows a progression in antenna development for hyperthermia cancer treatment. four arm spiral antenna [4] (d) π-slot antenna [5] (e) dipole array antenna [6] (f) Vivaldi antenna [7] (g) waveguide horn antenna [8] , [9] (h) microstrip array antenna [10] .
In Figure 2 , various shapes, sizes and structures of antennas have been presented as to achieve the objectives in improving and enhancing the performance of non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. In addition, microstrip antenna shows the utmost results towards non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. Furthermore, in [11] , few characteristics of a microstrip antenna has been discussed which made it suitable for this non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment investigation.
Nonetheless, few limitations have been noticed especially on depth penetration which is still unsatisfied and focusing effect needs to be improved so that less unwanted hot-spots occurs which may damage other surrounding healthy tissue.
In conjunction with that, this current research will focus on the introduction of EBG structure which to be integrated with a modified microstrip antenna as to investigate the impact onto penetration depth and also the reduction of unwanted hot-spots for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment.
An EBG structure with its characteristics such as increase radiation efficiency by suppressing surface waves, increase operational bandwidth and increase directivity and consequently gain improvement made an EBG structure to become an integrated structure for a microstrip antenna as to enhance the capability of an antenna as an applicator for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. This enhancement mainly in providing deep penetrating and reducing unwanted hot-spots by suppressing surface wave which then able to offer safer and effective non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. Few examples on EBG structure applications onto various types of antennas are available in [12] 
III. METHODOLOGY
Four main steps are presented in order to introduce a modified structure of an antenna for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. This will include an EBG structure which integrates with an antenna as to offer better performance especially for depth penetration effect and reduce unwanted hot-spots from damaging other surrounding healthy tissue. These four steps are shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , it presents four main steps which begin with literature review on few types of antennas applied in noninvasive hyperthermia cancer treatment and end by simulation, analysis and modification stage as to obtain outcomes of an enhance an antenna plus EBG structure.
For literature review, it covers the study of various antennas for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment and the investigation on EBG structures which will be integrated with a selected antenna from literature review.
After literature review, few parameters of an antenna, EBG structures and hyperthermia are defined. Then, a modeling stage will be conducted. This modeling stage is divided into three main categories. First, modeling of an antenna, EBG structures and finally modeling of an antenna which is combined with an EBG structures. The fourth stage is a simulation, analysis and modification towards an antenna which is integrated with an EBG structures in order to obtain required outcomes for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment.
IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
From four steps provided in section III, results will be provided also in four parts as follows:
A. Literature Review Based on literature review which covers the study onto various types of antennas, a microstrip antenna may provide better outcomes with good focusing towards a targeted cancerous tissue to be treated. In addition, if it is required for extension especially in order to provide whole-body cancer treatment, a microstrip antenna is able to be structured in array with miniscule in size and shape compared to other type of antennas which are usually used in cancer treatment either through simulation investigation or laboratory/clinical trial.
B. Parameters for Non-Invasive Hyperthermia Cancer
Treatment Investigation After a suitable type of antenna has been identified, few parameters related to hyperthermia, microstrip and EBG structure need to be defined as to obtain a theoretical view on certain important parameters which will utilize and affect the modeling process. Few parameters are provided as Table  I . Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) and Penne Bio Heat are the most important parameters as both of these will be utilized in simulation analysis in order to obtain an absorption rate into a treated cancerous tissue as well as thermal distribution, respectively. Other parameters are also important in defining required design of a microstrip antenna, EBG and LHM structures. 
GENERAL HYPERTHERMIA PARAMETER Specific Absorption Rate
Where σ is conductivity of tissue (S/m), E is an electric field (V/m), ρ is a density of tissue (kg/m 3 ).
Penne Bio Heat
Where C is specific heat tissue (J/mK), k is a thermal conductivity of tissue (W/mK), 
C. Modeling
A modeling stage will cover three main stages which are microstrip antenna modeling, EBG structure and combination of both microstrip antenna and EBG structure. The modeling processes utilize FDTD solver, SEMCAD X by SPEAG Schmid & Partner Engineering AG, Switzerland. A simple planar microstrip antenna is designed, while for EBG structure, a 1D defected ground structure (DGS) is constructed. The modeling of this EBG-M antenna is the simplest antenna which is used to compare the performance of the EBG-M antenna with a microstrip antenna without an EBG structure. Besides, a breast modeling with tumor is also provided in this modeling stage as to obtain SAR and heat distribution pattern.
D. Simulation, Analysis and Modification
The simulation, analysis and modification step are implemented with SEMCAD X simulator by SPEAG Schmid & Partner Engineering AG, Switzerland. Two simulations setup have been done which are electromagnetic (EM) Simulation and Thermo Simulation by utilizing Pennes Bio Heat. EM simulation will provide E-field and SAR pattern of both EBG-M and microstrip antenna without EBG structure. Then, thermo simulation will show results of heat distribution for both EBG-M antenna and microstrip antenna without EBG structure. The simulation and analysis had utilized 915MHz and 1W as power apply during hyperthermia procedure. The results are illustrated as in Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 which are referred as E-field pattern, SAR and heat distribution pattern, respectively. : SAR distribution (a) [16] , (b) [10] As observed from Figure 4 , an E-field of Figure 4 (a) is wider than Figure 4 (b). It shows that with the EBG structure is capable to resize the obtained radiation pattern which at the same time a penetration depth can be obtained. Similar to Figure 5 and Figure 6 , the reduction in size of radiation pattern are definitely provided and again with acceptable penetration depth. In addition, a significant different is obtained for SAR distribution as illustrated in Figure 5 . While, if compared to [10] and [16] ,SAR distribution contributes by EBG-M is at acceptable level which cover a required depth penetration and focusing delivered to the treated cancerous tissue. All of these results had shown that the EBG-M antenna may contribute to reduction of unwanted hot-spots which may provide harm to other healthy surrounding tissue. The targeted penetration depth for a targeted cancerous tissue to be treated is able to achieve.
V. CONCLUSION
A simplest EBG-M is designed as to provide fundamental views of the effect of microstrip antenna when it is embedded with an EBG structure. From results obtained from simulation with SEMCAD X, an EBG-M antenna is able to provide acceptable penetration depth and also reduce unwanted hot spots which may damage other surrounding healthy tissue.
